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Abstract
We previously reported that colon carcinomas, adenomas, and
hyperplastic polyps exhibiting a serrated histology were very
likely to possess BRAF mutations, whereas when these same
advanced colonic lesions exhibited non-serrated histology,
they were wild type for BRAF; among hyperplastic polyps,
KRAS mutations were found mainly in a non-serrated variant.
On this basis, we predicted that hyperplastic aberrant crypt
foci (ACF), a putative precancerous lesion found in the colon,
exhibiting a serrated phenotype would also harbor BRAF
mutations and that non-serrated ACF would not. In contrast,
KRAS mutations would be found more often in the nonserrated ACF. We examined 55 ACF collected during screening
colonoscopy from a total of 28 patients. Following laser
capture microdissection, DNA was isolated, and mutations in
BRAF and KRAS were determined by direct PCR sequencing.
When hyperplastic lesions were further classified into serrated
and non-serrated histologies, there was a strong inverse
relationship between BRAF and KRAS mutations: a BRAF V600E
mutation was identified in 10 of 16 serrated compared with 1
of 33 non-serrated lesions (P = 0.001); conversely, KRAS
mutations were present in 3 of 16 serrated compared with 14
of 33 non-serrated lesions. Our finding of a strong association
between BRAF mutations and serrated histology in hyperplastic ACF supports the idea that these lesions are an early,
sentinel, or a potentially initiating step on the serrated pathway to colorectal carcinoma. [Cancer Res 2007;67(8):3551–4]

Introduction
Aberrant crypt foci (ACF) are microscopic mucosal abnormalities, a subset of which may be precursors to advanced colonic
neoplasms (1–3). The traditional pathway to colorectal cancer
(adenoma-carcinoma sequence) is supported by a great deal of
evidence (4). More recently, an alternative pathway has been
proposed based on the progression of colonic lesions with a
serrated morphology (5–7). A recent finding in the serrated
pathway is that BRAF mutations were strongly associated with
serrated histologic subtypes of hyperplastic polyps and adenomas
(8) and rare or absent in non-serrated lesions (9). In addition,
whereas KRAS mutations are found in advanced adenomas of both
pathways, among hyperplastic polyps, they were largely restricted
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to a non-serrated variant (10). Based on these observations, we
predicted that those hyperplastic ACF that show serrated histology
would be much more likely to exhibit BRAF mutations than nonserrated ACF, and that KRAS would show an opposite relationship.
Histologic criteria for distinction between a serrated and nonserrated phenotype have been described for hyperplastic polyps
(10, 11); we applied the same criteria to evaluate hyperplastic ACF
in the present study.

Materials and Methods
Subject selection. Twenty-eight patients underwent total colonoscopy
at the John Dempsey Hospital (JDH) at the University of Connecticut Health
Center (UCHC) in accordance with Institutional policies. Patients suspected
of having familial adenomatous polyposis or hereditary non-polyposis
colorectal cancer were excluded from this study. This study was done after
approval by an Institutional Review Board, and all subjects provided written
informed consent.
ACF collection and characterization. ACF were isolated from grossly
normal-appearing colonic mucosa by biopsy in situ during the highresolution, close-focus chromoendoscopy portion of the total colonoscopy
procedure. The distal 20 cm of colon and rectum was examined after
washing with 10 to 20 mL of 20% N-acetylcysteine followed by water to
remove the surface mucin. ACF were visualized and photographed using an
Olympus close-focus colonoscope (XCF-Q160ALE; Olympus Corp., Center
Valley, PA) that by employing a focal length of 2 to 100 mm permits high
magnification (60) to be sustained over a longer visualizing distance. This
allows for an increased ACF retrieval rate on biopsy (12, 13).
Representative frozen sections of ACF were stained with H&E for
routine histologic analysis by light microscopy of coded specimens by
M.J.O, a GI pathologist who was blinded to the clinical and molecular
findings. Dysplastic ACF were characterized histologically by enlarged
upper crypt regions of irregular shape with stratified, elongated nuclei and
dysplastic appearance. Hyperplastic ACF were further characterized using
criteria that have been applied to hyperplastic polyps (10). Serrated
hyperplastic ACF were defined as those that showed crypts with a stellate
luminal shape (serrated on oblique or cross-section) and a prominent
component of columnar cells with microvesicular cytoplasm. Non-serrated
hyperplastic ACF lacked crypt serration, whereas goblet cells were
prominent, and in longitudinal or oblique sections, tufting of the surface
epithelium was frequently evident.
Laser capture microdissection and DNA extraction. Frozen serial
sections of ACF were prepared at 5 to 7 Am thickness on glass slides. Laser
capture microdissection was done on frozen sections using the Veritas
microdissection instrument (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) as described
in our previous studies (12, 13). Whenever possible, adjacent normal mucosal
cells directly abutting the aberrant crypts were collected separately by laser
capture. On average, 1,500 to 3,000 cells were collected from each sample,
and DNA was extracted using the Picopure DNA extraction kit (Molecular
Devices).
Mutation analyses for BRAF (V600E) and KRAS codon 12/13. Mutation
analyses for BRAF(V600E) and KRAS codon 12/13 were done on DNA samples
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as described in our previous studies (8, 10). Briefly, DNA (25 ng) samples
were extracted from microdissected colorectal ACF tissues. A 189-bp
fragment of the BRAF gene spanning codon 600 was amplified using the
following primers: F, 5¶-CCTAAACTCTTCATAATGCTTGCTC-3¶ and R,
5¶-CCACAAAATGGATCCAGACA-3¶. After gel electrophoresis to confirm
the amplified product, the PCR product was enzymatically cleaned with
2 AL of EXO SAP-IT (U.S. Biochemical Corp., Cleveland, OH). A 2.5-AL
aliquot of the product was sequenced using the forward primer with an ABI
BigDye TerV3.1 Cycle Sequencing kit on an ABI 9700 thermocycler (Applied
Biosystems, Inc., Foster City, CA). Fifteen microliters of ethanol-precipitated
reaction product was sequenced by capillary electrophoresis with a
3100-avant Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems). The data were analyzed
using ABI DNA Sequencing Analysis Software 3.7. A positive control (sample
with a known mutation at codon 600 from a human colon carcinoma) and
a negative control (placental DNA; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) were included in
each sequencing analysis.
Similarly, KRAS codon 12 and 13 mutations were also analyzed from an
amplified 205-bp fragment that spanned codons 12 and 13 using the following
primers: forward, 5¶-GTACTGGTGGAGTATTTGAT-3¶ and reverse,
5¶-TCTATTGTTGGATCATATTC-3¶. The forward primer was used for the
sequencing reaction. DNA with a mutation at codon 12 (SW480 cells) and a
negative control (placental DNA; Sigma) were included in each sequencing
analysis.

Figure 1. Histology of ACF. H&E-stained frozen sections of the three categories
of ACF: non-serrated hyperplastic (A and B), serrated hyperplastic (C and D ),
and dysplastic (E and F ). A, cross-section through an enlarged circular or oval
upper crypt of a KRAS-mutated, non-serrated hyperplastic ACF that exhibit
numerous goblet cells (B, detail). C, cross-section through a BRAF-mutated,
serrated ACF that shows an enlarged crypt with a stellate lumen (serrated on
longitudinal section). D, detail of the component epithelial cells of the serrated
ACF to consist of a mixture of goblet cells and columnar cells that have a
microvesicular cytoplasm. E and F, section through the upper crypts of a
dysplastic ACF to show enlarged irregularly shaped crypts that are lined by cells
with mucus-depleted cytoplasm and nuclei that are stratified, elongated, and
dysplastic in appearance.
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Table 1. Mutation frequency in hyperplastic and dysplastic ACF
Genetic
aberration

Hyperplastic ACF
Non-serrated

BRAF*
c
KRAS

1/33 (3%)*
c
14/33 (42%)

Dysplastic ACF

Serrated
10/16 (62.5%)*
c
3/16 (18.75%)

0/6 (0%)
1/6 (16.6%)

*P = 0.001 (m2).
cP = 0.2.

APC mutation status and h-catenin immunofluorescence. For APC
sequencing, DNA was extracted from microdissected tissue and amplified
using four overlapping primer sets within exon 15 that encompasses the
mutation cluster region (MCR) using a previously described method (14).
To eliminate the possibility of a germ-line mutation, stroma adjacent to
the ACF as well as a second ACF and adjacent stroma from the same
patient was sequenced. CaCo-2 cells were used as a positive control, and
HCT-116 cells were used as a negative control for the presence of an APC
mutation.
Frozen sections (7 Am) were prepared and fixed in 10% neutral buffered
formalin solution, dehydrated through graded ethanol, washed in xylene,
and paraffinized at 58jC. Following antigen retrieval by heating in 0.01
mol/L sodium citrate buffer (pH 6.0), sections were incubated in a blocking
solution of 10% normal goat serum in 10% PBS (pH 7.4) for 30 min to
prevent nonspecific binding. Sections were incubated overnight at 4jC in a
humidified chamber with mouse monoclonal anti-h-catenin antibody
(IgG1 isotype; Sigma) diluted 1:2,000 in blocking solution. Slides were
washed in 10% PBS and incubated in goat anti-mouse fluorescence
antibody (Alexa Fluor 488; Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA) for 30 min in a
humidified chamber protected from light. After washing in PBS, slides
were stained with 4¶,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole diluted in 1:2,000 10%
PBS for 1 min and washed in 10% PBS twice. Sections were mounted in
Vectashield mounting medium for fluorescence (Vector Laboratories,
Burlingame, CA).
Microsatellite instability. For microsatellite instability (MSI) analysis,
DNA was isolated from microdissected ACF and matched adjacent
normal colon epithelia, and MSI status was determined using the National
Cancer Institute–recommended panel of five microsatellite markers
(BAT25, BAT26, D2S123, D5S346, and D17S250) as previously conducted
in our laboratory (15). An ACF was considered to be MSI-H if two or
more markers showed instability; MSI-L if one marker showed instability;
and MSS if no markers show instability when compared with matched
normal DNA. Two observers (E.G. and C.H.) did the evaluation of MSI
independently, and the results were reported without knowledge of
patient history or hMLH1 or MGMT MSP status. Any questionable or
inconclusive assays were repeated at least once before making a
determination.
Statistical analysis. For comparison of KRAS, BRAF, and APC mutations,
analysis was carried out for two-sided P values using the m2 test and the
web m2 calculator.6

Results
Identification of ACF. ACF were identified in the distal 20 cm in
28 patients during screening colonoscopy procedures done
at the JDH. The mean F SD number of ACF observed in this
study was 9.8 F 6.2 per patient. Anywhere from 2 to 12 biopsy
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Figure 2. Representative examples of MSI in laser-captured hyperplastic ACF. A, example of MSI detected at the BAT25 marker. ACF S21-5 has a novel allele (f116
nucleotides). B, example of MSI detected at the D17S250 marker. ACF S22-3 has a novel allele (f139 nucleotides).

specimens were removed from each patient (mean = 5.12). A total
of 55 ACF were randomly selected for inclusion in this study.
The histology of the ACF biopsies was determined in H&E-stained
sections. Figure 1 shows representative histology of a serrated

and non-serrated hyperplastic variants and dysplastic ACF on crosssections of the upper crypts. Of the 55 ACF that were included in the
study group, 49 of 55 (89%) were classified as hyperplastic, whereas
6 of 55 (10.9%) were classified as dysplastic (microadenomas).

Figure 3. A, a, novel APC mutation.
APC sequencing results from ACF with a
mutation at codon 1303 (deletion of AA
resulting in a Q1303H mutation.) b, APC
sequencing results representing the
wild-type sequence from adjacent stroma
to the ACF with the mutation. Analysis of a
second ACF (S6-2) and adjacent stroma
from the same patient also displayed
wild-type APC confirming the mutation is
somatic. c, comparison of wild-type (WT )
and mutant APC protein sequence from
codon 1201 to 1320. The Q1303H mutation
results in the truncation of the APC protein
at codon 1313. B, immunofluorescence
analysis of h-catenin in ACF. Merged
immunofluorescence images using Alexa
Fluor 488–labeled h-catenin (green ) and
4¶,6-diaminido-2-phenylindole–stained
nuclei (red ) as described in Materials and
Methods. a, a serrated microadenoma
with a truncation mutation (AA deletion at
codon 1303) in the APC gene. h-Catenin
staining was readily apparent in the cell
membranes, indicated by the merged
image (yellow ). Staining was also found
within a subset of nuclei within the
adenoma (indicated by the arrowheads).
b, a dysplastic ACF with wild-type APC,
showing only membrane expression of
h-catenin. c, a representative hyperplastic
ACF showing only membrane associated
h-catenin staining.
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BRAF and KRAS mutations and MSI. Table 1 shows the
distribution of BRAF and KRAS mutations in serrated and
non-serrated hyperplastic ACF and dysplastic ACF. We tested the
a priori hypothesis that BRAF mutations would be associated
with serrated lesions. Results were consistent with our prediction
(P = 0.001). In addition, KRAS mutations were more common in the
non-serrated than serrated lesions, although not significantly so.
None of the 55 ACF had both BRAF and KRAS mutations.
The proportion of ACF that were positive for MSI-H was 11% in
hyperplastic (5 of 45) and 25% (1 of 4) in dysplastic ACF.
Although >70% of MSI carcinomas exhibit BRAF mutations, MSI
was not associated with BRAF mutations in ACF, supporting
previously reported studies that MSI is a late event in the serrated
polyp pathway to sporadic carcinogenesis (9, 16). The rarity of
MSI in both serrated and non-serrated advanced sporadic
adenomas suggests that MSI-H ACF are self-limited. Several
representative examples of MSI in ACF are shown in Fig. 2.
APC mutation status and h-catenin immunofluoresence.
The MCR, located within exon 15, encompasses f90% of APC
mutations reported in both familial and sporadic colorectal
cancers (17); thus, amplification was done on this region. Forty
ACF were sequenced for APC mutations within the MCR. As
shown in Fig. 3A, we found a novel APC mutation, a deletion of
two adenine bases at codon 1303, in one of six dysplastic ACF.
No mutations were found in the 34 hyperplastic ACF examined.
To determine whether the APC mutation may result in a
functional alteration, immunofluorescence for h-catenin was done
on serial sections. As shown in Fig. 3B, the dysplastic ACF with a
confirmed APC mutation (a) shows both membrane-associated as
well as nuclear staining for h-catenin (arrows). A second dysplastic
ACF showed no evidence of nuclear h-catenin staining (b). In
Fig. 3B (c) is a hyperplastic ACF showing prominent membraneassociated staining of h-catenin with no nuclear staining evident.

Discussion
There is interest in whether ACF, or a subset of them, are
premalignant or on the path to a more advanced neoplastic lesion in
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